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1. Introduction

Two Jordan curves y and y' lying in the extended complex plane
C* : C U { *} are called quasiconformally equi,ualent if there exists a
quasiconformal mapping of C* onto itself which maps Z onto y,, In
[5] there is given a metrical condition which characterizes this equivalence
relation in terms of the existence of homeomorphisms V : y -,> 7, which
can be extended to quasiconformal mappings of c*. Those Jord.an curves
which are equivalent with circles, called quasiconformal curyes or quasi-
circles, forrn a special equivalence class denoted here by r:o. The class
J'o can also be described to consist exactly of those Jordan curves which
permit a quasiconformal reflection ([2]).

Let G and G' be Jordan domains. We denote by E(G, G,) line famil.y
of quasiconformal mappings f : G --> G' which can be quasiconformally
extended to c*. By satz rr.8.1 in [B] it follows that if a quasiconformal
mapping f : G ---> G' has a quasiconformal extension to a d.omain which
contains the closure G, then / e E(G, G'). Quasiconformal curves have
the following property with respect to quasiconformal extension: rf the
boundaries 0G and äG' belong to 4,, then every quasiconformal mapping
f : G -> G' belongs to E(G, G'). This result, is an irnmediate consequence
of the definition of d.

rn this paper we study to which extent the extension property of ii
js valid for the other equivalence classes. Especially we ask whether there
is some equivalence class -l' different from .l,o such that every quasicon-
formal mapping f : G --> G', where G and G' are Jordan domains with
boundaries in r, belongs to E(G, G'). That no such class exists is estab-
lished in Theorem 2. rt is also natural to ask how small E(G, G') can be.
Theorem 3 gives an &nswer in this direction and shows that there is even
an equivalence class l- such that all mappings in E(G, G,), where the
boundaries 0G and AG' are in f, coincide on the bound.ary, that is,
E(G, G') is smallest possible according to Corollary 1 of Theorem 1.
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2. Extension ProPerties

we first restate Theorem 3 in [5] in a special case which is more appro-

priate for our Present Purposes:
Theorem l. Let /: C* -+ C* be a horneomorphism whi,ch i,s quasi,con-

formal off a Jord,an cu,rae y. If there eri,sts a quas'iconformal mappi,ng
-g 

: C* ---> C* such that gly : fly, then f i,s quasiconformal'

Corollary l. Let f, and, f, be quasi'conform'al' mappi'ngs of a Jord'an

doma,i,n G onto a Jord,an d,omain G' such that they co'incirle on, the boundary

AG. Then freE(G,G') i,f and, only,f freE(G,G')-
Corollary 2. Assume f e E(G, G') where G and' G' are Jord'an d'o'

mains. IJ g: C* -> C* is ahomeomorpthic ertension of f whi,ch'i,s quasi,con-

formal, in C* - G, then g i,s a quasiconformal ertension of f'
we need. some notation. The complement and the euclidean diameter

of a set A are denoted by c A and d,(A) respectively. we denote by

B,(z) line open disc and. by &(z) the circle with radius r and center z.

By 
'zrz, 

*" *"un the open line segment with endpoints z, and zr' If *
is"a iordan arc and L011 't02€a, then *(wr,wr) is the open subarc of *
with endpoints zu, and. wr. The absolute value of the cross-ratio of the

sequence 211 ?2t zBt zn is denoted- by lzr, 22, zs, z+1. For finite distinct points

we have
l- 4 I l- 4 I

l,.t - -B i r;2 ;l
l- d H ., I

i.lt Lzt e\t *41 1- å I 'r ^/ I

i.t - 
L4i i;Z t3:

real axis from 0

The followirrg
Teichmiiller:

Lemma 7. If

hold,s fo, d'isti,nct poi,nts zL,

1, \r,e d.enote the modulus of the unit disc slit along the

to r.
result (tl]) i* a consequence of a d.istortion theorem of

f : C* -+ C* is a, K-quasi,conformctl ?t?-clpping. tlten

lf(rr),... ,f@u)i < L(K, tzL,. . .,2q1)

, zq e C*, uhere we haue %sed the notation

I
(2.1) L(K, t) - 1r-t(K p,,((L + f) -'l'; I ;z

The fact that the class .I| of quasiconformal curYes is the onl;' class

which has the special extension property mentioned earlier is stated as

follows.
Theorem 2. Let G and, G' be Jord,an d,omai,ns. Then eaery quasi,con-

formal mappi,ng f :G->G' has a quasiconformal extensi'on to C* il and'
'only if oG and, aG, are quasiconformal curues. Moreoaer, if aG is not
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quasiconformal, then for euery K > | there erists a K-quasiconformal map-
pd"S f : G --> G' whi,ch cannot be ertend,ed, quasiconformally ouer 0G.

Proof. We already pointed out that if y : QQ and T' : 0G' are
quasiconformal curves, then every quasiconformal mapping f : G ---> G'
belongs to E(G, G'). Since the inverse of a K-quasiconformal mappirrg
is K-quasiconformal, it suffices to prove the last part of the theorem.

Let K be greater than l. We can assume that a Cy fl 7'. Suppose

tr}aat y is not quasiconformal. ff 7' is quasiconformal, the family E(G, G')
is empty. Suppose therefore ttrat y' is not quasiconformal at a point, z'
(t4l). If now Z is quasiconformal at a point z, t/ne conformal mapping
of G onto G' whose extension to the boundary maps z orrlo z' has no
quasiconformal extension to Crr. Consequently, rve can assume that y
is not quasiconformal at any point.

Let now Q: G(zt,z2,zs, @) and. Q' : G'(zr',zr',zr', @) be quadri-
laterals with modulus 1, and let g and g' be the canonical mappings of
Q and Q' respectively onto the square A : A(0,1, 1 + d, d). Using the
same notation for the extension of g to the closure @ we denota u)o:
g-L(2-2n+'1), rL:1,2,... Choose d suchthat 0<d< l and I/(1-ä)
< \/K'

Let Tn.LtT,,,zt... be a sequence of open subarcs of 7 - {*} such
that Tn,*)un,rn:L,2,..., and limd,(y*,^):0. Since 2,, is not

quasiconformal at 'Ltnt there exist f#*J.r"ry rir successive points a|,-,
a?",^, a?.,,, of Tn,,, such that

Denote lry bi",^ the first foinb of y^.^(ar^,^,a?^,^) from af,,^ which belongs

to the line segmenb o)^,^a'^.^, j: I,3. Let H,,.,* \>e t'he bounded Jordan
d.omain whose boundary is b:;b\-;U y,,.^1br^.^,b3^,*1 and let Un,^ be
a circular neighborhood of ai.* such that Li,.^n ((y - y.,^(bl,^,b'^,^))tl
b:,^b?^): A. Then for e\rery ?u at least one of the following cases occur:

(u) Gn fl ,,,nC Hu,^ fol infiiiitelr rnany zz,

(b) Cs(1 U,,,*C H.^ for infinitel5, manSr m.

Let E" be a disc such that E^C G' if (a) occurs for n arrd t"c C7.

otherwise, and such that AE* contains a point a:" of g'*t(a,") where
ro, is the interval

tI ä I ä\
t-_.___ I ____l

\22n-1 22"t22n-L'2r"1
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of the real axis. I{ow' denote

6,,

where L is defined by (2.1)
I'or every n we choose

disc Dn for which

(2.2)

i' ir, A; l\
\ i(" &nl'

and where e: is the
//Ln> n such that

lu u*l I

center of 8,,.

Tn,*n is contained- in a

if %, %* e Dn, strch that g(Tn,*n) C ot,,, and that G

(u) holds for ?L and Ce fi U n,*, C H n,*n otherwise.

write ai*: ol,*n,b.!, "--= bi*.**, j- Lr 21 3, H*: Hn,*,r,

n Un,*nC Hn,*'n if
For simplicity we

arrd Un=- U,,.^n.

2,.. . ) as follorvs:

where a": g(a!). Let, h: A --> A be a homeomolphisru for rvhich
the restrictions älV. and hlW" arc the natural affine mappings onto X,
and Y, respectively, n:1,2,.... A homeomorphism h':A--->A
is defined similarly by the use of the numbers a|: g'(a',).

According to our choice of ä, the mapping f : g'-r o h' c l1-L o g af
G onto G' is .I(-quasiconformal. We claim thaf f has no quasiconformal
extension olrer Z. Suppose such an extension exists, i.e. there is a 1(o-

quasiconformal mapping .t' : C* -+ C* for some Ko I @ such tlr.at
XIG : f. Assume n ) Ko. If we apply Lemma I to the mapping .F'-1

and t'he sequence zi, (^,a!^, a, we obtain from (2.2) that I(D") and
hence I(H"\ do not contain the point (^. Leb ?, be the circular annulus
with boundary components §",(ål) and S,,(ä:) where r": lbi - b3"l

and t":1b'"- 
"'"1. 

Suppose (a) holds for n. Then E, c G' and hence
1,,:n-tQ1'C^)cG. Let cn be a point of U^nh. Since c,€ä, and
I-|(C^) rCn,, there is a point d,el.n AH". But this is possible only if
d"eblb3" and there must therefore be a point ene lnn §..(bl). The ring



T.: I(7,) separates the points X(b:) ar,d E(e*) from the points a!"

and oo. Since lT(b:) - X(e")l > la. - X(e,)1, we get by the modulus
theorem of Teichmiiller ([3], p. 58) the following estimate

/I \
MQ:) < rr \rt) : "

The case that (a) does not hold for z is treated similarly. But lim M(T")
: @ because bn

lu'" - "'"1w-4> *"- |

alod mn) 1l,fr: L,2,..., and we have a contradiction with the quasi-

conformality of X. The theorem is proved.
Remark. By a similar but more complicated argument one c&n actually

show that the statement in Theorem 2 holds also for K : I.

Srrpo RrcxnrAN, Extension over quasiconformally equivalernt curves

3. An example

Let y and y' be quasiconformally equivalent and let g : C* -> C*
be a quasiconformal mapping such that S0) : y'. Leb G be one of the
complementary domains of y arrd denote G' : g(G). Then /, : glG

e E(G, G'), and Corollary I of Theorem I says that, every quasiconformal
mapping f :G--- G' which coincides with /, on the boundary belongs to
E(G, G'). Note that if Jordan domains D and D' with 0D : I and
0D':y' are chosen so that S@) + D', then E(D,D') may be empty.
We shall now establish an example u'hich gives the following result.

Theorem 3. There 'is an equiaalence class T such that i,f G and' G'

Figure l.

(1
v1

+

i d..
lr,l
),
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are Jord,an d,omai,ns such that AG, AG' e l, then all mappi,ngs i,n E(G, G')
coi,ncid,e on the bound,ary.

This follows immediately from the following theorem.
Theorem 4. There 'i,s a Jord,an curue y such that i'f /: C* -> C* is a

quasiconformal mappi,ng whi,ch malts y onto i,tself , then f y iu the i,d,enti,ty

mappi,ng.
Proof. To construct a Jordan curve with the required property we start

with the segrnental Jordan curve C, and a point c, on C1 as shown in
Figure I where dtJ:hL: lfl. We shall form a sequence Cr,Cr,... of
segmental Jordan curyes inductively as follows. Suppose C, , is constructed
and the point c,-, on C;, chosen. To construct C, we deform, starting
from the point c,-r, the line segment parts of C,*, into successive wave-
like closed arcs C,,r, . . . , Cr,n, as shown in Figure 2 (which is an illustration
of the case where 7 is even) such that the height and the width of the warres

satisfy certain conditions stated below. We set

c,: i) c,,"

and define c, to be the commo, n"*, of C,,, and C,,,,,. \\'it'h thjs con-

struction every Cp, h > 2, is the union of successive wavelike arcs Cn,r, . . . ,

Co,,* which come from successive line segment parts of Cr-t. \1-e denote

by hn the height and by d0,," the width of the w&ves of the arc C*.n

I
t/

''l,n' t 
'

:

I,l
Il1

i

\:*__l
l.=-_;r

C, a^
L- Irl ll-_.1

tr'igure 2.

d"
l,l

I

I

f'r
"l?L'4'hr

I Ll
;+- .

^ 
i-- i -1r.r

tL-1,1 r, _T,__l,t[,2

-L -- *-l
lt

_ _ __-_/
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(see X'ig. 2). In the construction we require now the following additional
condit'ions for k)2:

(3. 1)

(3.2) do,,

(3.3)

hr{min {\#,* lT)*} ,

, dk,nt p

- lt,n I *;-
' dk,n

Itn

ILerc L is the function defined by (2.t). It should be noted in (3.1) that
n6 is determined by Co_r,.

As a limit of the sequence Cr, Cr, . . . we obtain a Jordan currre Z.
We claim lhat y has the property in the theorem. To prove this suppose
there is a K-quasiconformal mapping /: C* -> C* such that f(y) : y
and such fhat fly is not the identity. Let c e y be the limit of the sequence
cy c21 . . . . Because of the assumption, there is a point z € 7 such that
z' :f(z) I zand z,z' * c. Supposethatthesequence c,z',2 ispositively
oriented with respect to the bounded complementary domain of y. By
the Hölder continuity of / there is a constant M < q such that
lf@r) - f (wr)l < Ml*, - tr.rrluK holds for points u4, wre y.

We denote by yn," the subarc of 7 which comes as a limit from suc-
cessive deformations of Co,, in the obvious sense. Leb now p) M,K
be an integer. We choose p ) 0 such that Bo@) f\ Br(z') : A and
such that 49 { min {1" - cl,lz' - cl,lz' - f(c)l}. Let y,) z be a subarc
of y such that y, s Bn@) and yo, : f(y,) g Bn@'). We can then choose
an integer l§ > 4 L(p,16) such that d(y,,) > 2 hn*, and such that there
is an integer n, such that, if u e To, tlnen w eTo,n1p1^ for some m ) 0,
and if *' e y,,, then w' e Tn,o_^, for some nr,' ) 0 .

Since d(y,,) > 2 h*_r, y,, contains a subarc Tn,, wilh d(yo,r) ) ho_r12,
We denote the common points of Cr, ar,d Co_, by or, , . , ) a,r so that
the indices correspond to the successive order on Cr,o. Let, ri, be a point
on l*,q closest to ai and let b; be a point on Cn closest to b; : f-, (dt),
'i_: 1,...,r. Then lar- clr+rl : do,r, i : 1,...,t-1, and ld; - ail,

lb; - btl I 2 ho*r, i : l, . . ., r.
Suppose that the arc a: (Ct - {r*}) (b,,br*r) contains at lea,st 12

successive line segment parts of C* (Fig. 3). Let €o: bi, e!, . . . , a"_y
€" : bi+r be a sequence of successive points on a such that every a(ar, ar"ar),

F : l, . . . , s-2, consists of four successive line segment parts of Co and
such that u(eo, er) and a(e"_r, e") do not contain four successive line seg-
ment parts of Co. Leb Z*e y, be a point such that löt"- epl <2hh+r if

I I I \i,

Lb,*)
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e2

-1 | 1

liiiiiiill
o<es-1 

Ir-*-*-*
l_____

___l
es

Figure 3.

F:1,. . . , §-1, and denote do: b, and Z": br+r. Then for every
p, F :0,. . .,s-1, thereexistsaninteger r,'t) : 0,. . .,s-1, lr - pl < 2,

such that the following condition holds:
(*) The arc p,: T,(2,, Z,*r) has a point at, such that

lö, - w,l hk

E=Z*l> 4 d---r'

By applying Lemma I to the mapping ,f-1 and the sequence f(w,),f(Z,n),
f(Z,),f(c) we get by the choice of g the inequality

lZ,,-*"1 I 2tfG)-f(w,)t\
z6-6,"-,1 <z[r,ffi,)

If now (*) is satisfied for v, we have by the choice of p that

It* _,1 2f(2")-/(-,)l\
8 d-^, = " W' 6P,1 - 76,,r'11) 

'

The condition (3.3) implies then that

\f(il-f(w,)l aht"

tfäi -76,*)r= d,*'
But, by the construction of y, this is possible only if
(3.4) d(f(p,)) 12 h*+,.

If the condition (x) is not satisfied for v : pt wa estimate as follows.
Let u, la - p,l 12, be an integer such that (*) is satisfied for z. Then
there is a point C, e p, such that

sup lZ, - ,ru1

ooefv

-'@, qs <a'

Again by applying Lemma I to the mapping / and the sequenca tD, C,,

ö,, c, where w e §,, we get by the choice of g and p the inequality

e1
r---- -{ttiiierioil

lili
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sup lf G,) u)'l
w'e f (/lu\

This together with (3.a) implies

d,(f(P,)) 14 L(p, t6) d(f(il) 18 L(p,16) hh+,,

and since s 1nt"+t14, we get thus

ld,- u,.t_rl : l/(;,) - f(6,*,)l ( 2nu,,rL(vt,T6)hrrr.

From tur+rh*+r<iln,.olk and from t'he choice of ft it follows that

la, - dr+rl 1d*,^r12. But then

la,-a,+rl S lo,-d,l _| lc1,-d,*rl * lri,+r -a;+t 14hr"+r*do,^*12

< dn,^*12 I do,*rl2 1dr,r,

which is a contradiction. Hence the arc or contains less than 12 line seg-

ment parts of Cr.

We have now proved that the arc A : (Co - {cnil (br,b,) contains at,

most l2(r - L) line segment parts of C1,. Let now zo:b1,211 ...2?1-y
zt : b, be a sequence of successive points on Co which divide A into
subarcs similarly as the arc d was divided by the sequence ant . . . t €s

above. Then ,1 ( 3r. It is now observed that if zptzp+r € Cn,, for some

I and if F:1,...,1-2, then 121,-21,+11 :2i1n,,. Otherwise we
have lz* - zrlrl < 2 hr. Since in any case d*,^noldr,* < L148, one can
conclude that

!
J c 

_[.J 
C*,, ,

for some f. It then follows the estimate

li, - i,l I 4h1,,.1 -l 8hr ! 6 r il4*,n I 9 ht ! 6 r d,*,"*o.

By the use of (3.1) and (3.2) we get

tt, - 6,1 . * \orrr' )- * i lfi)' or-t o^,^ ,

and from k > 4 L(p, 16) ) p and r I 2 hu-rfd,o.,, the inequality

låu 
'\Plbr-b,| .\zo')

Combining this with ld, - d) ) ho_rl2 \ve &re led to the contradiction
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ld,, - d"l: l/6J - !6,)l > pfi, -i.1'a > ilrib, -i,l',* .

In the case that the sequence c, z, z' is positively oriented with respect to
the bounded. complementary domain of y, the Hölder continuity of 1-t
is used. The theorem is proved.

University of Helsinki
Helsinki, X'inland
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